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Adamus has a lot to say about human
relationships. In the Ancestral Freedom
Cloud Class, he talks about how our family
tree sets the basis for our thoughts, biol�
ogy, beliefs, habits, dreams and more. In
many of the live workshops, he says that
one of the biggest distractions to enlight�
enment is our personal relationships with
children, parents and partners. Needless
By Geoffrey Hoppe
to say, relationships are an integral part
of our lives. They provide much of the
beauty and love of our human experience, and oftentimes the sticky ingre�
dients for karma.
There’s another type of relationship that has a large influence in our lives.
It’s not nearly as meaningful, or romantic, or dramatic as our human relation�
ships, but it’s worthy of discussion. These are our “brand” relationships. Like
human relationships, they often come and go. Sometimes they’re healthy and
supportive, and other times they’re filled with conflict and challenges. Brand
relationships are like planets in orbit around our daily lives. Oftentimes we
don’t even notice them, but they are part of our reality. Sometimes they can
determine whether we’re having a good day or bad day.
A brand relationship is the interaction you have with the companies and
services you use in your everyday life. You may be raising an eyebrow at this
point, wondering what this has to do with spirituality. The typical human goes
to the store, hands over their credit card and buys a product. That’s about
as far as the relationship goes. But on closer examination, there is a connec�
tion – a type of emotional gravity – that goes along with the interaction with
products and companies in your life.
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I made a mental list of the companies that I have invited into my life. Yes,
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yes, I know these are just �����
“����
com�
panies” and products, but my life
wouldn’t be the same without them.
They make it possible for so many
other things I do in my life. I’ll share
a few of these relationships with you.
The first brand relationship I was
aware of came back in the late
1980’s. That’s when I bought my first
Apple computer. Up until then, I
was intimidated by computers. I had
purchased a small IBM DOS-based
computer for my company but
stayed away from it just like I stayed
away from the furnace in my parents
basement when I was a small child.
I was afraid that it would blow up if
I looked at it wrong or happened to
brush up against it. I always took the
long way around the furnace when
sent by my mother to get something
from the cellar, then raced up the
stairs when I had procured whatever
it was she wanted. The furnace and
I were not friends. It made strange
noises and belched fire like a drag�
on. I felt the same way about PC’s.
Strange code appeared in a ghastly
green glow on the screen. I let my
business manager operate the com�
puter machine, keeping my distance
in fear that I would hit the wrong but�
ton and destroy the planet. (I tend to
have a rather vivid imagination but
my core intuition is usually correct.)
My company’s Art Director talked
me into buying an Apple MacIntosh
computer. He actually shamed
me into getting into the modern
age, pointing out how computers
would eventually replace drawing
tables, rubylith and X-ACTO® cut�
ting knives. He said that someday
everyone would have a computer
in their home, and they would use
the device to pay bills and send
messages. I didn’t believe a word of

4

it nor could I imagine a time when
these machines would become part
of my life, but my thoughts drifted
back to the furnace in the cellar and
I realized that it kept me from freez�
ing during the winter. Twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000) later, the
art department was furnished with
an Apple MacIntosh computer, a
scanner and a printer. It was the
beginning of a long-term brand
relationship with Apple.
Apple has been, and continues
to be, an important part of my life.
I have two Mac desktop comput�
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ers, a Mac Pro laptop, an iPad and
an iPhone. I like to get the latest
models shortly after they come to
market. I secretly name each device
because they’re much more than cir�
cuit boards and processors. They are
my friends. Really. They enrich my
life, they resonate with my energy,
they rarely betray me, and they are
in true service to my needs. When I
think of Apple – one of the world’s
largest companies – my heart smiles.
Ahhh! This is a good thing in my life.
BTW, one of the best stock market
tips I ever got was to buy shares in
a company whose products you like

Toyota. After a disastrous relation�
ship with Ford back in the late 1970’s,
Linda talked me into buying a Toyota
Celica. My family nearly disowned
me. They were Ford and Chevy peo�
ple. They couldn’t possibly imagine
why anyone would buy a foreign
car, especially from Japan. It was
just plain un-American. I’ve owned
Toyota’s ever since. I name my cars.
I talk to them. And I’ve never had a
problem with my Toyotas as long as
I change the oil on a regular basis,
and I can easily get 250,000 miles of
loyal service before trading them in
for a new model.
I have many other brand rela�
tionships in my life. Here are just a
few examples:
• Amazon – I order lots of things
through Amazon and have never
had a problem. Just one click and
the product is on my doorstep a few
days later. Amazon is so easy!
• Kubota tractors – My tractor is
the best man-toy I’ve ever had. It’s
also the most expensive one, but
well worth every dollar. It loves to
work hard so I don’t have to.
and use. I don’t play the stock market
(I prefer gambling at a casino), but
Linda bought some shares in Apple
about a year before they introduced
the iPhone. Her heart smiles too at
the mention of Apple; she’s done
quite well with the investment.
Another brand relationship I have
is with Costco. Costco is a large
wholesale club, with stores nearly
everywhere in the U.S. and in many
other countries as well. They sell
everything from groceries to cars,
televisions to caskets. Costco has
great prices, they treat their employ�

ees well, and there is no pretense
about who they are. When I think of
Costco the word “honest” comes to
mind. There’s no hype, no come-on,
no wheelin’ deals. Just great prod�
ucts and merchandise. I’ve never
been hassled when returning a prod�
uct. They are in service to their cus�
tomers, and it shows. I go to Costco
about once a week when Linda and
I are home. Sometimes I go there
even when I don’t need anything,
although I always find something I
can use, at a great price.
I have a brand relationship with

» INDEX

• Wikipedia – I use it nearly every
day and always donate during their
fund-raising drives. It’s my brainaway-from-my-brain.
• The local dry cleaner – I’ve been
going there for 15 years. The owner
always takes a few minutes to chat.
I know his children’s names, and he
knows my dirty laundry.
• Columbia Crest wine – Always
dependable, always mellow. Always
in stock at the Hoppe house.
• Home Depot – A large hardware
store chain where I tend to get lost
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in guy-stuff. Lowe’s Hardware is just across the street but
you’ll never see me in there. Just Home Depot.
• Google
��������������������������������������������������
–�������������������������������������������
What would life be without Google search�
es, Google Maps, Gmail, Google Translate, YouTube,
etc.? The Big Colorful G is definitely a part of my life.
• Northern Tool – This is an online store for serious
tools and equipment. Nothing makes me smile more
than when the delivery truck pulls up with a new chip�
per/shredder, a 50-gallon spray tank, a gas-powered
generator, a 4000 psi pressure washer or a hydraulic log
splitter. (I’m beginning to see a trend here. I buy a LOT
of guy-stuff.)
• The Green Bay Packers – An NFL football team near
my hometown in Wisconsin. I’m not a sports guy but I
have great passion for the Packers. They’re not doing so
well this season but I’ll stand by the relationship through
good times and bad.
The list of brand relationships goes on and on, but you
get the idea. These are companies I like to do business
with because they add something to my life.
I’ve had disappointing relationships with some brands.
They fell out of my good graces for one reason or anoth�
er, so I no longer open my wallet or my life to them:
• Sears – The old dinosaur of a retailer. Poor quality
products and even worse customer service. We broke up
a long, long time ago. I won’t ever go back.
• Sony – At one time, we had a great relationship.
I boasted lots of Sony TV’s, audio systems and even a
Walkman. But after numerous mechanical breakdowns I
finally hit the “off” switch for good.
• Whole Foods – A “natural” grocery store chain. I
used to feel really good when I went into a Whole Foods
store, but their high prices, deceptive marketing and
pretentious attitude had me turn my attentions to their
competition. Plus, they don’t sell American Spirit ciga�
rettes. What the heck? American Spirit is an all-natural
cigarette. You should be able to buy them at a natural
grocery store.
Then there are a few brand relationships I’d like to
change, but there are no good alternatives:

the people, for the people.” Seriously? Have you gone
to get your driver’s license renewed lately? Talk about
low consciousness and lack of service. Or how about
an IRS tax audit? These people are into power because
they have nothing else. There’s not much I can do
about my government relationship other than move to
Canada. Oh, wait! They have government workers up
there too, eh?

• The government – According to the U.S. Constitution,
the government is supposed to be “of the people, by

• Direct TV – Because we live in the mountains we
have to subscribe to this satellite TV service. (Netflix
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doesn’t work for us because we have such slow Internet speeds, but that’s
another story.) The selection is good but I can’t even tell you how damn
expensive it is, for as little TV and movies as we watch. Linda would make me
cancel Direct TV if she knew the monthly cost.
• United Airlines – Don’t even get me started! I’m stuck in this relationship
because United is the only real option for Linda and me out of the Denver
airport. United and I have been together for 1.5 million miles, but they don’t
hold a candle to Lufthansa and other carriers like SAS, Air Canada, Thai
Airlines and Virgin Airlines. Their aircraft are usually dirty and their flight atten�
dants are generally unpleasant. Linda and I are “elite” 1K customers due to all
the traveling we do, but there are times I’d almost rather ride a donkey than
deal with United. We grin and bear it, but I have to say it’s one of the most
challenging brand relationship in my life. We take Lufthansa from Denver to
Europe whenever possible.
All of us have numerous brand relationships. It might be a favorite hair
dresser, a pharmacy, a local coffee shop or restaurant, a petrol station, a
department store, a website, or a TV news channel. They become part of our
lives, and for the most part they make us smile a little. They are energy balls
orbiting in our personal universes. Even though many of these are companies
or products, they are created by and offered by people. It’s all another aspect
of relationships. Ultimately, it comes down to one of my favorite Adamus
sayings: A Master allows energy to serve them. A Master also allows brand
relationships to serve them.
And now to my point of this article: This is a special time of the year. It’s the
holiday season, Christmas time, the end of the old year and the beginning of
a new one. It’s a time when we take a moment to reflect on the past twelve
months, and give thanks for the relationships in our lives.
Linda and I sincerely hope that the Crimson Circle is a good relationship in
your life. Along with the Crimson Circle staff, our desire is to be in service to
you and all Shaumbra around the world. We hope we’ve made your journey
just a little easier. We hope that we’ve made you laugh, and brought a few
tears of joy. Not a day goes by without realizing that we’re dealing with some
of the most sensitive and potentially transforming parts of your life. We’re
honored that you’ve allowed us to be one of the relationships orbiting in your
life, and will do our very best to continue to earn your trust. Whenever you
connect to the Crimson Circle, whether by tuning in to a Shoud, coming to a
workshop or contacting the staff, we want it to be a delightful and nurturing
experience. When you think of Crimson Circle and Shaumbra, we want it to
make your heart sing a little sweeter.

We wish you Happy Holidays, and great realizations in the New Year.
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FEATURED EVENTS
PROGNOST 2017
Online and Louisville, CO, U SA • January 1 4 , 20 1 7
There will be lots of new information in Adamus’ next “state of the pla�
net” message. Where is humanity going? What’s happening with New
Earth? What should we know in order to make the
most of our earthly experience? This is sure to be a
MORE INFO
fascinating presentation!

ASPECTOLOGY – ONLINE
Online • February 24–26, 2017
One of the most life-changing classes from Tobias and Adamus, offered
online and hosted by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe. The process of integration
can be very challenging and intense, but also very lib�
erating. By releasing deep energetic wounds, you can
MORE INFO
begin enjoying life in a new way.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOW & AND
Norway • May 1 4–1 6 , 2 0 1 7
REGISTRATION OPENS SOON! In The Simple Master, Adamus SaintGermain helps clear the clutter and bring you back to the basics: Allowing
& And. Adamus says these are the keys to embodied
enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind
MORE INFO
to allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life.

THE THRESHOLD
Denmark • May 21–2 5 , 20 1 7
REGISTRATION OPENS SOON! This premium Crimson Circle event is
based on what Adamus Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment.
According to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path
has encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate
MORE INFO
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OT E :

N ot a ll e vents may yet be open for registration;
C rimson Circle A ngels receive advance n otice

DECEMBER
01

Teacher Council Meeting

10

Annual CC Christmas Party

10
17
31

FEBRUARY
Online

02

Teacher Council Meeting

CCCC

11

Keahak VI

Online

24   26 Aspectology School

Online

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Keahak VI

Online

Keahak VI

Online

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

12   16 BON Adventure
25

Keahak VI

Online

CCCC & Online
Hawaii

Online

MARCH
02

Teacher Council Meeting

11

Keahak VI

04

2017

25

Teacher Council Meeting

14

ProGnost 2017

07
14

28

Online
Online

01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

29

Keahak VI

15

Keahak VI

CCCC & Online

Online
Online

MAY
Online

04

Teacher Council Meeting

CCCC & Online

13

Keahak VI

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Keahak VI

Online

Keahak VI

Keahak VI

CCCC & Online

APRIL

JANUARY
05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Online

Online

06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

14   16 The Simple Master: Allow & And
21   25 Threshold
27

Keahak VI

» INDEX
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INHABITED BODY

– IN LOVE WITH HUMAN STUFF

“

…and your very ﬂesh shall be a great poem
and have the richest ﬂuency not only in its
words but in the silent lines of its lips and face
and between the lashes of your eyes and in every
motion and joint of your body.” - Walt Whitman

T

he fact that Human has spent most if not all of its time acting from
a point of duty, survival, struggle and pain doesn’t mean that there’s
something wrong with human life. The twisted mindset of Human
doesn’t make human stuff – or mind – twisted on a basic level. Though so
many relationships are based on energy feeding, it doesn’t mean relation�
ships are mistakes. If a lack of self-love is lingering in your relation with food,
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it has nothing to do with eating as a general phenomenon. The same goes on
with everything else. Parenting, work, things to do, sex, sleep, commitments,
business, time, gravity, food, love, communication, education. There is noth�
ing wrong with any of those things on a basic level. Even though the beauty
of human life has been covered with enormous amounts and layers of power
games and wound-based behavior, human life itself is not a wound-based
power game. The problem lies in patterns, not in basic forms of human life.
It’s sometimes useful to get out of circumstances where old patterns are
repeated, and isolation mode is a natural part of the release process. Time
that we spend only with ourselves is highly valuable because it makes inte�
gration and new connection with self much more straightforward and less
disturbed. But, paradoxically, the transformation process has a tendency to
get stuck in an empty and unfulﬁlled in-between state where old is gone but
new isn’t allowed to soar in. Then comes a habit of criticizing and mocking life
from a distance instead of diving in and experiencing it. Avoiding human life
while staying in a human body slowly but surely sucks life out of life. Life isn’t
meant to be spent bleeding the human to death by Human. We are not living
in an escape room trying to ﬁnd the exit door out.

By Mari Elina

Embodied enlightenment is not a rest haven for Human worn out by
surviving. It’s not a retirement house with a soft sofa to sink into in a fake
blissful zen-state. When there’s a companionship between the Master and
the human, placing oneself into a human form is a dream come true. We
are not trapped inside a biological cage nor slaves of time. It’s not a sign of
lacking mastery if gravity and biology still make human walk with the help
of two legs. Human attributes are no excuse to keep living in a prison of
never-ending self-reﬂection.
Circumstances of human life are all very ﬂexible, and we can recreate them
into forms that serve us better. Time is bendable. There are no rules for right
kind of relationships. Education systems can be recreated. Businesses have
tons of possibilities beyond old-fashioned power games. The body doesn’t
need exhaustive micromanagement drowning out the ability to balance itself.
The essential thing is to let the New in. Let the Master in. Let conscious�
ness and imagination in. Bringing in new and better ways of doing things
with expansion of consciousness is not in contradiction with everyday life.
On the contrary, everyday life – whatever it happens to be – is the place
where new and better ways happen. It’s the place where imagination reforms into new reality. There’s no place for Master to come in if we can’t
allow human life. And, after those thousand-plus lifetimes on Earth, we are
ﬁnally able to really LIVE like never before, and there’s no better way than
having a gorgeously human body.
Ordinary, simple and grandiose moments of being human make life truly
worth living when the Master is also inhabiting the body. However, we live
in a mental era where simple physical things have turned into complex
mental tasks and achievements. People don’t eat; they think how a certain
food is affecting speciﬁc parts of their bodies. Instead of experiencing the
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joy of movement, they think how some particular yoga exercise is addecting
their liver or breath or state of mind. The simple, sensual pleasure of eating
has turned into hipster-green-healthy-happy movements where supercool
superfood trends are constantly coming and going with drama, hype and
do-the-right-thing rules. In western societies, people have the ﬁnest equip�
ment to keep them dry and com�
fortable while experiencing the
beauty of life on Earth in almost
any weather, and yet there’s con�
stant complaining about condi�
tions. All the overthinking makes
trusting the body hard and living
in a physical form tiresome.
However, this is one area I feel
particularly blessed, for if any
part of this transition has been
easy for me, it’s the body. While
I had struggles with mind and
abundance, there was always a
natural ﬂow in things related to
my physical vessel. Relationships
with other people might have felt
complicated, but never the rela�
tionship with my body.
The basis of this connection
with my body began in my early
years. I happily chose to be born
in rural Finland, in the middle of
wide, wild and rugged forests
and large lakes, and my parents
allowed me to have a very free
childhood. While other children
spent their time in kindergarten, I
spent mine surrounded by furry creatures in forests teeming with elementals
and beings from other realms, all without supervision and interference from
other people. Life was a beautiful combination of intuition and down-to-earth
practicality. In my teenage years, I had a job at a horse stable that included
lots of physical work. I rode several hours a week, cycled, swam and ran.
Exercise and physical work were a simple and non-mental way to let soul and
wisdom in and get it grounded.
I built a deep connection with my body and integrated many aspects in
a very natural way without complex concepts. I understood there was a
strong, savage energy running in my veins; an energy that was closer to that
of wild reindeers or eagles than that of humans. I became aware of a stream
of distilled wisdom ﬂowing inside my body; a long line of persistent survivors
was present in my cells, and I had a body with potential to do anything I
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Artwork by Mari Elina

asked. I learned to both feel my body and go beyond
pain. I learned that breathing is like letting the wind
blow right through you without resistance. Later on it
would be time to go beyond limits of ancestral lineage
and old manners of tough survival, but those child�
hood and teenage years taught me all necessary things
about how consciousness can be brought into the body,
including the meaning of trusting the body. Doubt hurts
more than pain. Pain is annoying, but doubt is killing.
I learned that the body doesn’t need managing, and
the attempt to control only messes up its natural ability
to balance, heal and recreate itself. Eight years ago, I quit
the micromanagement and released every food-related
control once and for all. I gave up all eating manners,
eating times, food small talk, and started eating what�
ever I wanted, whenever I wanted, without reason. For a
short period of time I noticed a desire to eat everything
I had denied myself, and I followed the desire. Chips
were bread, chocolate was carrots and cider was juice.
Hardly any vegetables were seen on my dining table dur�
ing those couple of months. After that balancing period,
eating has been simple, easy and enjoyable. Weight is
in balance, and I don’t put energy on thinking of food.
I love food and I’m interested in food production as a
professional, but there’s no mind chatter about eating on
a personal level.
I’ve always had a built-in rejection against so called
health care because of the longing to be sovereign. I’d go
to the doctor if there was a reason, but I haven’t seen one
in almost ten years. Have I gone completely without dis�
eases or accidents? No. But there is this thing called trust.
Some years ago, a nasty dog (called Buddha!) attacked
me and literally hung onto my wrist. After detaching the
jaws of the little bastard, I could see tissues, tendons and
bone from two bite holes. I knew immediately that there
was no need for anyone to stitch the wound or stick me
with tetanus vaccinations. I cleaned the hole, bound the
wound and headed to a rock festival two hours later
without worries. No infection, no tetanus, and now, no
scar. One morning a couch came into my path, resulting
in a stabbing pain and a toe sticking out at a 45-degree
angle. Broken toe, no question about it. “No doctor,”
was my ﬁrst thought as I cursed and caught my breath
on the ﬂoor. I pushed the toe as close as possible to its
correct position and bound it ﬁrmly. Two days later, I took
off the self-made splint and in two months there was no
sign of the fracture. The healing process was quick and

smooth. While releasing ancestral DNA, I had a lower
back pain that kept me from sitting comfortably for a
year. Though the pain was frustrating and limiting, I didn’t
doubt it wouldn’t pass – and it did. The less I focused on
it the better, and the lesson learned at age 15 was valid
once again: pain is only an annoyance.
When I look in the mirror today, I see a beautiful, bal�
anced, ﬁt, ageless and healthy body and I’m so happy
to have it. Our relationship is free and easy. I have lots
of energy. I need less sleep. I’m very rarely ill. The body
response time is quickening and the needed energy
input is decreasing. If I want the body to be more agile,
it quickly becomes so. If I need it to keep going without
food for some reason, it will do so. Learning something
new is quicker and easier than before.
There’s a constant re-forming process going on in
my body and it’s exciting to see what kind of biological
wonders it’ll be able to express in the future. And, at
the same, time I couldn’t care less. Instead of spend�
ing time exploring or measuring speciﬁc details, I have
other much more fulﬁlling things to do. Like living. If,
somewhere deep down in my retina or kidney, there still
lurks an old, wicked seed of sickness, let it lurk. I don’t
care. Changes will happen at a pace that’s favorable for
the entire body-mind system, and they’ll happen when
the body is ready or when I’ll be needing them. I know
beyond a doubt that I will have a reliable partner for all
the years I want to spend on Earth.

Mari Elina is a Finnish illustrator, designer and agronomist in love with distilled simplicity and untamed beauty.
You can drop her a line: hello@mari-elina.com. To see her
illustrations, visit the website mari-elina.com.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Addiction Unplugged

Most Cloud Classes will
remain available indefinitely.
You have 90 days streaming
access from the date of purchase (or from the date of
broadcast, if applicable).

• Ancestral Freedom
• Consciousness Revolution
• Four Masters in Munich
• Freedom… Now What?
• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

We also provide online
English transcripts and text
translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from
Adamus Saint-Germain!

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment
• The Master’s Voice
• New Earth Update
• ProGnost 2016
• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE
• Quantum Allowing – coming soon!
• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 3: EMBODIMENT
This intense and transformational presentation takes
you through the various phases of allowing the light
into every area of your personal reality.
As Adamus says, “With this third Masters Life, we
take it to the practical, experiential level. We’ve
talked a lot about it, but now we’re going to take that
basic information and actually do it.” With a total of
11 incredible sessions, you’ll want to dive deep and
allow yourself to experience this on all levels.
AMAZING VALUE! Even though there are more
than twice as many channels as previous Master’s
Life Classes, we’re still offering it at the same price
of $195 through November 30, 2016. Beginning
December 1st, The Master’s Life: Embodiment will be
available for $295.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195 ($295 after Nov. 30, 2016)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

14
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE MASTER’S VOICE
Many humans tend to hold back their expression, and
often cringe at the recorded sound of their own voice.
This is often because of judgments and blockages
they have taken on, sometimes in early childhood, and
choosing to hide their expression rather than letting it
come out fully and clearly.

Broadcast: Now Playing

In The Master’s Voice, master musicians Gerhard and
Einat guide you into finding a new and conscious relationship with your voice, getting in touch with your true
Master voice, and releasing the conditionings and overlays that can block the natural expression.

Cost: $95
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

WATCH EXCERPTS

PROGNOST 2016 UPDATE
Highly recommended by Adamus to help understand
what is coming to the planet, this presentation also provides the foundation for the Transhuman Shoud Series.
Adamus begins by inviting you to Angel’s Peak for a
look at what’s happening on Earth and offers a reminder
of why you’re really here at this time.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $44 ($75 after Sept. 30, 2016)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

Adamus talks about physics, patterns and particles,
how these make up your physical reality, how they are
constantly changing and what this means for you. He
talks about the flow of light and consciousness that is
bringing drastic change to the planet, and says that all
humans are moving inevitably toward profound alterations. The question is whether they will do it through
power or through consciousness, and what will be the
results of this choice.

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

» INDEX
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THE THRESHOLD™

Featuring live channels and personal interaction with Adamus Saint-Germain

The Threshold is the premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus SaintGermain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus, our journey on
the spiritual path has encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the thresh�
old of the realization of enlightenment.

I

n The Threshold, Adamus personally interacts with
each and every attendee, posing the difficult ques�
tions and pushing the sensitive buttons. There is
no processing or counseling, just addressing the issue
of embodied enlightenment – and what’s keeping you
from it – with each individual. According to an attendee,
Threshold was “the best 5 days in time and money spent
in any lifetime on enlightenment.”

16
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For this Threshold event, we are going to Denmark for
the first time! In the sweetness of late spring days, right at
the sea, we will be surrounded by both water and forest.
The city of Middelfart “was named in 1231 with its former
name, Melfar. Melfar means ‘the water you travel between’
or ‘the middle passage.’” You can take walks on the shore,
in the woods, across the bridge or go on a whale watch�
ing tour. The area “has one of the highest concentrations

of whales in the world, where you
can experience the little whale – the
porpoise – close up.” (Source: www.
visit-middelfart.com)
The 5-star venue hotel, Comwell
Kongebrogaarden, has a long histo�
ry. It served as a ferry station for the
King and his court, then as an inn, a
headquarters for forester farm, and

DETAILS:
Size – This gathering is strictly
limited to 25 participants plus staff
Pre-requisite – All attendees
must have taken Sexual Energies
School (SES) at least 14 days
prior to the event
Lodging – All attendees are
required to stay at Comwell
Kongebrogaarden, the venue for
this event
Price – $2,500 Early bird before
April 11, 2017 ($3,000 after April
11, 2017); payment plan available
a summer restaurant. It now offers
modern facilities for guests, includ�
ing an in-door swimming pool, hot
tub and sauna, as well as a lounge
area with fireplace for comfortably

relaxing during the workshop days.
You will find many cosy cafés and
restaurants in town, as well as those
beautiful old wooden houses and
cobblestone in the old town.

» INDEX

Public registration opens
December 3, 2016
MORE INFO
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THE SIMPLE
MASTER:
ALLOWING &
AND

FEATURING

ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN

HAUGESUND, NORWAY MAY 14-16, 2017
HOSTED BY GEOFFREY AND LINDA HOPPE

T

he human aspect can get overwhelmed with
daily life, and it becomes even more challeng�
ing when that same human aspect is working
hard for embodied enlightenment. There are conflicts
between one’s mind and knowingness, and between
one’s human needs and the desires of the soul. Many
a good person has gotten distracted, discouraged or
even totally confused on their journey to enlightenment
because of what appears to be the complex nature of the
search for answers.
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint-Germain helps
clear the clutter and bring you back to the basics:
Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys to
embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of
the mind – and get out of your human-aspect ways – to
allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life.
And brings you back to the realization that you are not
singular, linear or local. You can be the Master and the
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student simultaneously. You can be the light and the dark
without conflict between the two. You can be human –
with all of the human quirks and quacks – and, at the
same time, be divine.
Adamus has often said that Shaumbra do not need
to take any workshops or courses, because enlighten�
ment comes naturally to those who allow it, but if you’ve
been feeling overwhelmed, confused or distracted, this
could be a much-needed weekend get-away to come
back to the simplicity of the Master within. Plus, it’s a
great opportunity to get together with old – and new –
Shaumbra friends.
Public registration opens December 6

MORE INFO

MEMOIRS
OF A MASTER
Energy Exchange, Patterns,
and more…
Highlights from
Transhuman Shoud 3

HOT OFF THE PRESS!
20 SHORT
STORIES
FROM A
SPIRITUAL
MASTER

Merabh for the Body
Merabh from
Transhuman Shoud 3

AMAZON PAPERBACK
AMAZON KINDLE
GOOGLE BOOKS

S

everal years ago, Adamus began telling short stories during the
various Shouds, events and other presentations, bringing forth these
true-life parables to create his newest book called “Memoirs of a
Master.” Each story is inspired by real people, conversations and events, and
all have the purpose of helping each student find the Master within.
The stories portray many types of real-life situations from decorating a
Christmas tree to going fishing, with the Master meeting the student any�
where from a laundromat to his garden. There are a few stories that go
beyond the typical human experience as well, from the “Land of Blue” to
meeting the Master in a deserted temple.

Merabh Beyond Patterns
Merabh from
Transhuman Shoud 3

Rather than teaching high spiritual concepts, this is a simple book filled with
simple stories. But hidden within each one are multiple layers of truth and
inspiration. Filled with twenty stories, this is a modern-day book of wisdom
that you’ll enjoy and may even want to share!

» INDEX
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HO

AND THE
GRAND HALL OF FAME

“Yep!”
“But five in just a few years is grandiose, isn’t it?”

By Joachim Wolffram

“Absolutely! Everybody knows it. And he knows that
everybody else knows.”

H

o couldn’t stop laughing. “You should have
seen his face when they denied him his per�
sonal hall of fame!”

He was talking to his old friend, Wanshi, who came to
visit him in the Ascended Masters Club every decade or
so. “That’s revolutionary,” Wanshi said. “Did they give
any reasons?”
“Sure they did. They pointed out that, well, five,
does not qualify for yet another extension of the club.
All the dust and noise he usually creates is just annoy�
ing, you know?”
“You mean five living ascended Masters walking
the earth?”
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“But he didn’t accept the rejection, did he?”
“Of course not. He insisted on his hall of fame. So, they
brought forth a challenge.”
“Which was?”
“Five hundred! Or, alternatively, stopping the impend�
ing split of New Earth and Old Earth.”
Now it was Wanshi who broke out in laughter. When
he caught his breath again he asked, “And what did he
say to that?”
“Well, first he went pale. Then he bared his teeth.
Then he took on that piercing look, you know, the look
that feels like it will burn you to ashes. Then he stood

up and, with a strong, unshakable voice he proclaimed,
‘Challenge accepted!’”
“Cool!” Wanshi said.
“But he had one condition.”
“Which was?”

“Well, some did. The others are still around to this very
day. At least I planted the seeds.”
“Yeah, seeds of nothingness. You can never have
enough of them.” Adamus took a seat. “Speaking of
nothingness, did I ever tell you the story of why I’m so
much into placebos?”

“A hall of fame would not be enough. It has to be the
Grand Hall of Fame. He is still so much into titles.”

Ho and Wanshi glanced at each other and shook
their heads.

Wanshi took a sip of his wine. “You guys really know
how to convert this boring ascension into a fun a ride.”

“Good. Story time. I had totally forgotten about it,
but lately I had to distract my elite group with the story
of my last birth, and it reminded me. My birth was prearranged, right? The most capable parents, the most
exquisite environment, the most favorable alignment of
stars, unbelievable teachers lined up, stunning castles
just waiting for me …”

“We just love creating stories.” Ho paused and lifted
his head, sniffing the air. “Can you smell that odor?
He’s coming.”
Wanshi looked up and saw Adamus approaching the
table. “What kind of perfume is that?”
Ho rolled his eyes. “Well, he never really went beyond
name-dropping. In a recent seminar with his incarnates
he bragged about his outstanding relationship with
Catherine the Great.”
“Catherine? Wasn’t she the one known for her dozens
of lovers?”
“Right. That one. Anyway, she gifted him this special
perfume and he apparently managed to bring it through
his ascension process. Imagine this: Letting go of every�
thing and, in the last moment, when you are just about
leaving the earth realm, you see this beautiful crystal
perfume bottle from C the Great. Anyway, somehow he
grabbed it and brought it here.”
“Maybe it was more about the crystal than about the
perfume,” Wanshi giggled.
“Ah, you may have a point here.”
Adamus arrived at the table.
“Adamus,” Ho said, “you remember my friend Wanshi?”
“Wanshi? Sure I do. You were the … what was it, the
gardener?”
“Kind of,” Wanshi said. “My motto was ‘Cultivating the
empty field.’”
“Right, I remember,” Adamus replied. “And did your
disciples get it?”

“Sure, we get the idea,” Ho said, “What happened?”
“Okay. It was conception time. My parents were doing
their thing in this luxurious king-sized bed. I was hovering
in the room, waiting for the sperm to hit the egg, so to
speak. But alas, they were enjoying each other too much
and dragged out the whole episode. I got bored and
glanced around the room – and was shocked to my notyet-physical bones. Believe it or not, everything in that
room was the same color! Everything!”
“What color?”

“VIOLET. SO, ADAMUS, WHAT DID YOU
DO TO OVERCOME YOUR TRAUMA?”
“Violet! I mean, why violet? Is that even a color? For a
man? For the next Super Ascended Master to walk the
earth? How did they come up with this, this … violet?
That became my original trauma in what was supposed to
be my perfect lifetime. The birthing was a piece of cake,
but that violet has haunted me ever since.”
“Oh, what a dreadful burden. Some of us really had
to start out with serious challenges,” Ho sympathized.
“Violet. So, Adamus, what did you do to overcome
your trauma?”
“Well, I decided to do to the world what they did to

» INDEX
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me. As soon as I received my rightful ascension status, I
declared violet to be extremely special. I even managed
to make it into a kind of god, the Violet Flame, remem�
ber? It would help everybody to burn away everything
unwanted, to purify, to enlighten and all the rest of it.”
“Did it work?” Wanshi asked.

Suddenly an alarm went off and red lights started flash�
ing everywhere in the club.
“What’s this?” Wanshi asked.
“That’s my latest invention, the black fog alarm
system. I installed it yesterday,” Adamus ran a hand
through his hair. “I’m serious with getting my Grand Hall
of Fame. Therefore, I need to delay the split of Old and
New Earths.”
“Delay?” asked Ho. “Don’t you mean to stop it?”
“Well, it’s too late for that. Things have accelerated too
much. Right now, I concentrate on delaying the split long
enough to get those 500.”
“And why is the alarm going off?”
“It signals an attempt by aliens to becloud my closeto-ascension protégées on earth with some black fog.”
“But why would they do that?”
“Because they want to make them being fed up with
being on the planet so they’ll want to leave. Their bright
lights are an annoyance to those aliens, and they fear
others could be infected by it; so they cloud their senses
with a foggy, muddy blackness, trying to suck the joy out
of their lives.”

“VIOLET LIGHT DUST?”
Adamus was getting up.
“A moment,” said Wanshi. “What are you going to do
about it?”

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE • DECEMBER 2016 • INDEX

“Violet Light Dust?”
“Yes, like a perfume.”
“And does it work?”

“See, that’s the point.” Adamus sighed deeply. “Yes, it
did! It worked for everybody but me. That’s why I became
so fond of placebos. Just use that special voice, declare
whatever you want as useful, and they’ll believe it. And,
because they believe it, it will work for them. Guess that’s
why it didn’t work for me.”
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“We’ll rush out and sprinkle some Violet Light Dust on
those ugly muddy bubbles.”
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“Of course not! But the aliens believe it will. In fact,
as soon as they sense the Violet Light Dust they believe
their attempt will backfire on them, and then they retract.
So yes, of course it does work.”
Adamus arched an eyebrow at Ho and Wanshi. “So,
please feel free to call me the Grandmaster of Placebo,
but now you’ll have to excuse me. I need to organize
my Rapid Response Team. They have already filled their
crystal bottles and are ready to go.”
Adamus rushed off to the back of the club.
“Rapid Response Team?” Wanshi asked.
“Yeah,” said Ho, “He promised some of the others a
nice plaque in his Grand Hall of Fame if they would help
him, and sure enough, some joined.”
Wanshi shook his head. He was not used to this hilari�
ous way of creating experiences. After some contempla�
tion, he leaned over to Ho and asked in a low voice,
“Do you know where I can get a crystal bottle with some
Violet Light Dust?”
“You might check out the freshly created Mission
Control Center, over there next to the bar. Something
about ‘strategic positioning’ was his argument when
he took that space.” Ho looked to that area. “Why do
you ask?”
“I need to try that dust on my seeds of nothingness.
Just curious if they will sprout.”

Joachim Wolffram is. He holds the patent on how to
create the Violet Light Dust, and even published the
recipe in hidden form in his various books, visible only to
the true adepts, of course. You can contact him through
his website www.wolffram.de or through Facebook at
www.facebook.com/joachim.wolffram

i

CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

IMPORTANT!
The Livestream Player used for
the Monthly Shouds and other live
events online has been upgraded.

It will now be much easier to access
the recordings available in the
Livestream player.

Begin by choosing the Shoud you
would like to experience from the
‘hamburger menu’ icon at the upper
right of the player window.

You will then see a menu on the
right side of the screen. Use the
slider bar on the far right to scroll
up or down, and select the Shoud
you would like to watch.

If you are watching a video and
wish to choose another Shoud, just
click on the “X” in the upper right
side of the screen. This will take
you back to the menu screen.

It is a simple, easy, and elegant
experience, and you also have the
ability to move forward and back
through the webcast recording.
» INDEX
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
CircleTeacher
Teacher
By Jean
Tinder,
By Jean
Tinder,
Shaumbra
Magazine
editor,
Crimson
Circle

BEACONS
AND LIFELINES
What a month it’s been. Full of more practice than I ever
wanted of standing behind the short wall, choosing com�
passion, and letting go ... letting go ... letting go.

L

ike most of the world, I woke up the morning after the U.S. elections
aghast at the news. I’d chosen not to watch developments live the
night before; it was just more drama than I was interested in, and
anyway, I’d be depressed no matter the outcome. But, after one more night
of blissful ignorance, reality hit, and with it came disgust, disappointment
and despair. Hmm, so much for staying behind
the short wall! I got caught up in the hysteria right
along with the rest of the world, at least for a while.
The interesting thing about this path of Realization
is that the more time you spend connected with
your Self, the less time you’re able to spend away
and out of resonance. So I looked for a way to make
peace with what was happening and, as usual, found
some very unhappy aspects. There were parts of me
that had become quite attached to the idea that
the world is changing – for the better! For decades
now, I’ve held onto the belief that consciousness
is expanding, that people are waking up, that bar�
baric practices and beliefs have no foothold in the
“modern��������������������������������������
” world. More than anything, I’ve com�
forted myself with the “fact” that we’re making a
difference – a good difference – and then adamantly
looked for the evidence. Yes, I’ve been attached to
an agenda. I, who have always gallantly embraced
every exhortation from Tobias and Adamus, found
myself still wanting to save the world. And dammit,
the world didn’t seem to want saving just yet!
If people were really waking up, how could they possibly make the choices
they were making? If Shaumbra and Light Workers and whoever else have
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been radiating for years now, how could people not see the folly of the old
ways? How could they still so easily demonize their fellow humans? Oh, it’s
about much more than the elections. All over the world I see people choosing
savagery over kindness, fear over compassion. How can this be?
My lack of compassion, i.e. the reluctance to honor the choices of others,
had become glaringly obvious. And, upon taking a look in the proverbial
mirror, I found a whole posse of aspects totally up in arms. “Can’t you see it’s
happening again?” they screamed. “Remember Atlantis? And all the times
since then? You told us it would be different this time!” They were calling
bullshit on my well-hidden – but fully justified – agenda. So I took a deep
breath, a lot of them actually, and reminded myself that this lifetime actually
isn’t about saving the world. Sure, I’d love for everyone to come along in
blissful reunion, but just because I’m here for my Realization doesn’t mean
everyone else is. I myself had to go through a whole lot of exhilarating crap
before I got to this point; how can I begrudge anyone else doing the same?
Since it’s clear that a whole lot of humans are still invested in the game of
duality, perhaps it’s time for me to let them go have their fun and, more
importantly, let go of my own (aspect) beliefs in duality.
It all brought into crisp clarity the fact that this precious Earth is our theatre.
It doesn’t need saving any more than a dusty old ghost town movie set needs
saving during a gunfight. Earth was constructed for this very reason – to allow
beings to play out their issues and puzzles and duality to our heart’s content.
And, every now and then when one (or a few) of us gets it figured out, we take
a bow, pack up and move on. Even though I’ve had a good run, it doesn’t
mean everyone else is ready to stop playing. Yes, I wish a lot of things were
different, including the election results, but I’m also grateful for the expanded
awareness and for a chance to let go of an agenda I wasn’t even aware of
holding onto. Which brings me to the next point – letting go.
It seems that’s been my unplanned theme for the last couple months: letting
go. And, funny enough, I seemed to be writing for my own ‘future’ self. Over the
past few weeks, a personal situation has developed that involves a very deep and
unexpected letting go. The details aren’t important, but the fact is, it’s a goodbye
I didn’t expect, a disconnection I thought would be unnecessary. While letting go
of abstract ideas like “saving the world” can present some challenges, letting go
of one who is near and very dear requires a whole different level of trust.
As you well know, this lifetime is unlike any other. No matter what choices
our human self makes, our life is ultimately guided by a beacon so insistent
that all other distractions eventually give way to its certitude. It is a beacon of
the innate knowingness of what we’re here to do. And, even when the human
professes ignorance and confusion, the soul calls us onward, holding the lamp
of knowing just close enough to illuminate the next step. It’s a spotlight, that
lamp, which is no doubt a blessing. While the human thinks it would much
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prefer a floodlight that shows the path a mile ahead, the actual reality would
no doubt send us gasping into the corner. So, although the next step may be
all that’s visible, it is still enough when accompanied by footsteps of trust and
a heart of allowing.
Here’s one way to think about it. Imagine a wheel or sphere with spokes
radiating out in all directions. But instead of neatly ordered lines, the spokes
are winding every which way, twisted and meandering, with countless smaller
lines branching out in ever more complex patterns. The radiant center of this
sphere is the soul, the I Am, and every meandering branch is an expression
of itself. Now, imagine that the human self is a little blip of consciousness
navigating along the line currently in focus, trying its best to find the way back
home. It may feel lost, but in reality, each blip is both on its way back to the
center and already there, just as much as the tip of my finger is far away from
my heart, yet is still me.

The guidance of the soul is the absolute knowing that it’s already one, and
the ignorance of the blip is the focus on its single little line. The Self collective
already holds all the little blips in its eternal embrace of reunion, which means
each lifeline, no matter how convoluted or confused, is still governed by the
knowing at the center. Therefore, no matter how well (we think) we’ve planned
the journey or how closely it shares the lifeline of another, eventually all life�
lines lead back to the Self alone. All else eventually fades away, which makes
compassion toward the human so essential. For, despite her best intentions,
my human self doesn’t like change, especially the change of letting go. So she
delays and resists, fighting the inevitable and crying at the pain.
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There are other aspects offering up a cacophony of resistance, afraid of
being lost and forgotten, of having got it wrong yet again. And still, the
infinitely patient soul simply smiles and illuminates the next step, and the
next and the next. Once in a while, when the human remembers who’s
really in charge, she can take a deep breath and rest in the radiant comfort
of knowingness rather than the grief and fear of change. And then she can
finally allow – allow the grief, allow the excitement, allow the aspects, allow
the human, allow the soul, and allow the change. Then she remembers that
the pain is only from holding on so tightly.
What I’m trying to say is that all is truly well, even when we forget; even
when we can’t see the ground beneath our feet; even when the path has
twists and turns we didn’t expect and don’t feel prepared for; even when the
choices of others clash with our own desires; even when the world seems to
have forgotten itself. All is well, no matter what might appear to be otherwise.
All is well, because the farther you get away from Self, the sweeter the reunion
when you come back. So, when you watch the chaos in the world and wonder
how people can be that way, imagine instead the glorious homecoming that
each soul is preparing.
And, in the inevitable moments of forgetting, when the human just can’t
stand another ache, I’ve found a few things that help:
• Look for the life – Notice the ways and the places that life is abound�
ing, for it always is.
• Enjoy the little things – There’s always something to take pleasure
in – the colors of the grass, a warm piece of toast, a moment of
sunshine, your favorite song, a beautiful face. Enjoy life, wherever
you find it.
• Experience the experience – Whatever you’re feeling, really feel it –
down to your toes, into your bones – for this is the passion of the soul.
• Love letters – When you’re having a good day, write a note to your�
self to read on a bad day, a reminder that all is well. You’ll be glad
you did.
• Spoon with the Master – Don’t you just love cuddling, whether with
a loved one, a child or a pet? So snuggle up with your Master self.
Imagine her arms around you, her breath on your neck, her heartbeat
against yours. And then feel your arms around the human, loving her
so very, very much.
And remember, if you feel fear or dread or pain or heartache, it’s not the real
you. It’s one of those precious little blips, stumbling along a lifeline, thinking it
has to find its way back home. Allow that part of you to exist, and take a deep
breath and hold up the radiant beacon of knowingness.
You’ll find your way back to you. It is inevitable. You’re already here.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

December 2–4, 2016
Kiev, Ukraine
Inna Gorokhovsky

December 3–5, 2016
Pontos, Girona, Spain
Placidia Maria Espinha

January 6–8, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

December 16–18, 2016
Sacramento, CA, United States
Iwona Wirkus

December 9–11, 2016
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

January 6–8, 2017
Munich, Germany

February 3–5, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main),
Germany
Karin Hoyer

January 20–22, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

January 20–22, 2017
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs

April 28–30, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

February 3–5, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
April 21–23, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

March 3–5, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

December 2–4, 2016
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Julio Oliveira and Soraya Sotomaior Justus

March 17-19, 2017
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

December 2–4, 2016
Goiania, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS
February 3–5, 2017
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch
April 24–26, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

December 9–11, 2016
Romania, Romania
Delia Adriana Gaga and Florin–Viorel Ilea
December 13–15, 2016
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea
January 6–8, 2017
Heerlen, Netherlands
Joep Claessens and Amy Jecheva
January 13-15, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund
January 31-February 2, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea and Manuela Sfirschi
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CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.
MORE INFO
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UPCOMING TEACHER TRAINING
DreamWalker Life Teacher Training
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
Bad Honnef, Germany
Early 2017

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud
Class

ProGnost 2016
Update

CZ,NL,FR,DE,JP,LV,PL,RO,RU,ES,SR

MORE INFO

Cloud
Class

The Master’s
Life, Part 3 Embodiment

PT,ES

MORE INFO

PSC

Interdimensional
Living

FR,DE,HU,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE INFO

PSC

Standard
Technology

CZ,DE,HU,IT,JP,NO,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE INFO

FREE

Halloween
DreamWalk 2016

FR,ES

MORE INFO

Intensives

Sounds of the Soul FR,HU,NO,RO,ES,TR

MORE INFO

Intensives

Wound of Isis

NL,DE,HU,IT,NO,PT,RO,RU,SR,ES,TR

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

Dei Un Gnost

DE,IT,NO,PT,RO,ES

MORE INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

» INDEX
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